be called Culture 5 the integrity which gave ancient nations whatever
greatness they had in their day. That we have done pretty well at this
prostitution is poor enough consolation. What we have done is not good
enough because meantime the U.S.A. has allowed herself to learn nothing
of architecture. All of the arts in our country have suffered atrophy in
consequence.
Our skyscraper? What was it? A triumph of engineering but the defeat
of architecture. Steel frames standing hidden by facings of thin stone tied
on to the steel frame—fascinating pictures—imitating feudal towers^ but
Architecture as false as the civic economy that allowed them to be built
in congested urban areas. I have seen a dismal reflection of that falsity in
your own work palace. This work palace—only proposed, I hope—is good
if we take it for a modern version of St. George slaying the Dragon: that
is to say—Lenin stamping the life out of a capitalistic skyscraper.
And elsewhere among you, I see our old enemy—Grandomaoia. I see
it even in your subways. I see you repeating underground what the nobles
did for themselves (and to themselves) in this hall in which we stand now.
Suitable enough, no doubt, for their parasitic life, but too far beneath the
level of the new integrity we are learning to call organic architecture,
naturally becoming to those ideals of freedom for which you fought.
The 'palatial' will not be easily destroyed in Russia as I see. Cut grando-
mania down here and it lifts up its head somehow over there (which means
among you over here) when and where we least expect it. But I believe it
is popular here only because the finer expressions of modern architecture
have been allowed scant standing room among you.
A new thought comes to us fresh from the new freedom of humanity:
a more exacting and exciting ideal has come with these new freedoms than
the Old Cultures ever knew. The old cultures could only flourish by ex-
ternals, but the new must and may now flourish by growth from within.
Slow growth, I know. But it is the only growth that is safe for Russia now.
I dread to see the Soviet Union making the same mistakes our American
Union made. When buildings must be built before culture has had time to
come abreast in order to make them true architecture, it is better for the
Soviets to make buildings scientifically sound with as much good sense an'"
intelligent use of good materials as possible. Then stop there!
The left wing of our new movement toward an organic architecture
professes to do this but they did not do more than make flat-topped plain-
wall surfaces ornamental. They will pass.
The right wing was not content to do less than make ornament of the
building itself. They are therefore in senile, bad company. But the true
centre of the movement, organic architecture, has gone on developing the
scientific, sound material conditions of building into a higher manifestation
of the human spirit suited to modern life.
At this moment were the Soviets to concentrate on good proportion,
good planning and construction, building great highways and bridges,
great planting schemes, retaining walls 'and terraces, refraining from
much ornamentation of her structure and refraining from any attempt
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